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Civilian Medals and Awards of the Star Army
of Yamatai

These medals and ribbons are awarded to those civilians who deserve them and prove themselves
worthy in service to the Star Army of Yamatai and the Yamatai Star Empire.

While there are no formal rules for where or how these medals should be worn, they are usually arranged
in imitation of the standard Star Army uniform display.

Civilian medals may be worn on non-Star Army uniforms if the military, government or organization
represented has approved the display. Wearing these awards on non-formal clothing is generally frowned
upon. When medals are worn, and there are multiples of a certain medal, a numerical pin is worn on top
of the award ribbon — “4” for four of the same medal. These pins are normally provided along with
subsequent medals.

Award Name Description Awarded by
Civilian Combat
Award

Engaging an enemy of Yamatai in battle
alongside the Star Army. Star Army Officer

Civilian Combat
Lifesaver

This civilian saved the life of a Star Army
soldier during combat. Star Army Officer

Distinguished
Civilian Service

This civilian has served Yamatai in a
distinguished manner for more than three in-
character years (starting at the date the
biography post was approved) and her
player has been part of the Star Army
community for over one out-of-character
year.

Star Army Command
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Award Name Description Awarded by

Exceptional
Civilian Service

This soldier has served in an exceptional
manner more than one in-character year
(starting at the date the biography post was
approved), and her player has been part of
the Star Army community for over six out-of-
character months.

Star Army Command

Favor of the
Ketsurui

This civilian is recognized for displaying
extreme courage and valiance at the risk of
their own well being beyond what is
expected of an ally when engaged in
honorable combat with an enemy of the
Yamataian Star Empire.

Recommendation by
Star Army Officer and
approval of the Taisho
of the Star Army

Uesu's Precious
Sword

This civilian is recognized for displaying
courage beyond what is expected of an ally
when engaged in honorable combat with an
enemy of the Yamataian Star Empire.

Star Army Command

Civilian Service This civilian has successfully aided the Star
Army in completing a mission. Star Army Officer

Himiko's
Nadeshiko

This civilian was injured or killed by the
enemy while aiding the Star Army in battle.

Star Army Command or
Officer

Yui's Blessing
This civilian is recognized for extraordinary
service that positively affected the future of
the entire Star Army.

Taisho of the Star Army
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